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About 

You can download your own copy of the IDEO Ideation Method: Mash-up exercise here. 

https://www.ideou.com/pages/ideation-method-mash-up
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1. FRAME

HOW MIGHT WE

help foreigners in China ordering food delivery through Sherpa’s feel like 
they’ve explored all restaurant options in their delivery area?
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CATEGORY 1

Foreigner ordering food 
delivery on Sherpa’s

CATEGORY 2

Archaeologist on an excavation

2. NARROW
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CATEGORY 1

Foreigner ordering food 
delivery on Sherpa’s

1. Searching for restaurants

2. Looking for deals

3. Exploring different types of cuisines

4. Skimming menu items

5. Comparing delivery times

6. Searching for specific types of cuisines

7. Finding new restaurants

8. Adding food to cart

9. Setting up delivery address

10. Paying for food

11. Confirming order and payment

12. Waiting for food to get delivered

13. Looking up order updates

14. Getting food delivered

15. Ordering delivery again

CATEGORY 2

Archaeologist on an excavation

3. GENERATE

1. Following maps

2. Using compass to navigate

3. Dusting artifacts off of dirt

4. Collecting artifacts, saving, preserving

5. Learning about cultures, societies, and history

6. Traveling the world

7. Discovering new things

8. Living a life of adventures

9. Indiana Jones

10. Use excavation tools to dig, dust, preserve etc

11. Share their findings with the world

12. Piece history together, build timelines

13. Go underground in caves and tunnels

14. Wearing protective clothing from sun

15. Looking for new places to study and explore
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CATEGORY 1

Foreigner ordering food 
delivery on Sherpa’s

1. Searching for restaurants

2. Looking for deals

3. Exploring different types of cuisines

4. Skimming menu items

5. Comparing delivery times

6. Searching for specific types of cuisines

7. Finding new restaurants

8. Adding food to cart

9. Setting up delivery address

10. Paying for food

11. Confirming order and payment

12. Reading restaurant reviews

13. Looking up order updates

14. Getting food delivered

15. Ordering delivery again

CATEGORY 2

Archaeologist on an excavation

4. MASH-UP

A. Following maps

B. Using compass to navigate

C. Dusting artifacts off of dirt

D. Collecting artifacts, saving, preserving

E. Learning about cultures, societies, and history

F. Traveling the world

G. Discovering new things

H. Living a life of adventures

I. Indiana Jones

J. Use excavation tools to dig, dust, preserve etc

K. Share their findings with the world

L. Piece history together, build timelines

M. Go underground in caves and tunnels

N. Wearing protective clothing from sun

O. Looking for new places to study and explore
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MASH-UPS WITH DEFINITIONS

1A  Add a playful element to searching for restaurants by creating your own archaeologist character that  

 explores the delivery area and available restaurants

2O Get notifications on daily deals, new or unexplored restaurants that you can explore, so you feel the app is  

 keeping you in the loop of all the options you have, not just the ones you’ve already ordered from

3EFG  Explore new foods on a map that also teaches you historical or cultural significance of cultures and their cuisine.

6F  Search a map for restaurants by country markers you can “visit” and “excavate”

7A  Incorporate a map element into the interface where you can explore all restaurants in your area visually  

 and interactively

12K  Have a section for users to review and comment on restaurants. Another way to search for places to try, while 

 also engaging with other peoples experiences and “travels” 

14J  Leave markers on places where users have eaten to show a visual map of where they’ve been and everything  

 else they can still try. Can search for “new” and “explored” places they’ve eaten

15L  Show timeline of delivery, like a history of events

4. MASH-UP 
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4. MASH-UP Visualizations 

Explore restaurants on a map.  

Can also filter map by “countries”,  

“visited places” or “not yet excavated” 

Map also teaches you the historical  

or cultural significance of cultures 

and their cuisine when you click to 

explore a restaurant.

Make interacting with the app and 

searching for places to eat fun by  

allowing users to make their own  

archaeologist character. 

Searching isn’t just a functional  

feature anymore, it’s an active  

exploration of your neighborhood
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4. MASH-UP Visualizations 

Have a section for users to review 

and comment on restaurants— 

another way to search for places to 

try, while also engaging with other 

people’s experiences and “travels” 

Get notifications on daily deals, and 

new or unexplored restaurants that 

you can try—you feel the app is  

keeping you in the loop of all the 

options you have, not just the ones 

you’ve already ordered from

Show timeline of your delivery, like  

a historical record of events, and 

make suggestions for other places to 

try to keep the exploration going



Thank you.
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